PRESS RELEASE
The Big 500 Box Per Minute Win-Win
New Manufacturing Tech Preserves Jobs, Halves Turn-Times, Lowers Costs, Saves Energy
Colorado Springs, CO - November 1, 2022 – Colorado Springs based Packaging Express is a leading
custom corrugated box manufacturer with an employee-centric approach to providing their customers a world
class experience. And with the add of a state-of-the-art EMBA 175 QS ULTIMA™ box making machine to
their line-up, they’re doing it faster than anyone in the state can at a lower cost, higher quality, using less
energy and preserving jobs.
The EMBA 175 is capable of producing 500 custom corrugated boxes per minute. It’s the only one in the
state, uniquely positioning Packaging Express to serve hundreds of businesses along the Front Range and
beyond in half the time, at lower costs without displacing a single employee.
“The EMBA 175 will enhance our packaging solutions and increase the value we provide to our customers,”
Matt Davis, president of Packaging Express, said. “This is game-changing technology that produces better
boxes at lower costs in less time, reduces waste, uses less energy and improves our operations all the way
around.”
A year ago, Packaging Express relocated to a facility triple the size of their original base of operations. The
much roomier plant is making it possible to grow and expand, sustaining the company and its team well
into the future. The add of the EMBA 175 is catalyzing Davis’s plans to remain among the most forwardthinking manufacturers in the industry. That approach has earned the company status as one of ColoradoBiz
Magazine’s “2021 Colorado Companies to Watch”.
Matt Davis wants to share these new developments with the community and is holding an open house in
November. “There is an exciting future ahead. The big winners are our customers who want their boxes
faster and at more competitive pricing. We’re looking forward to showcasing those new capabilities.”

About Packaging Express
Founded in 1998, Packaging Express, Inc. is a family-owned business and one of the last independent
custom corrugated box companies in Colorado. Packaging Express designs, manufactures, prints and
delivers custom corrugated boxes and point of purchase displays to accommodate your product perfectly at
competitive prices. For more information, visit: PackagingExpress.net
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